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At such a short length this novelization isn't exactly how I recall the film (to be fair I haven't watched The
Parent Trap since I was about twelve years old), but it's still well-written and funny. It's worth noting that
Disney's 1998 hit family film was based off an earlier book titled Lisa and Lottie by Erich Kastner, which was
also adapted into similar films including It Takes Two (which ...
Disney's The Parent Trap by Hallie Marshall - Goodreads
Description of the book "The Parent Trap": The husband-and-wife team of Nancy Meyers and Charles Shyer,
who scored with their 1991 remake of the 1950 Father of the Bride, returned for this updating of the 1961
comedy about twins who hope to bring their divorced parents back together.
Download PDF: The Parent Trap by Free Book PDF
The Parent Trap. Susan and Sharon are identical twins separated at birth. Neither twin knows the other
exists until a simple twist of fate finds them at the same summer camp. Then, realizing who they are, they
plan a little twist of their own. They switch places with high hopes of getting their parents back together.
The Parent Trap (1961) | Disney Movies
Get this from a library! Disney's The parent trap. [Hallie Marshall] -- Eleven-year old Annie James has never
been to the United States. When she leaves London to attend summer camp in California, she experiences
more than culture shock when she runs into Hallie Parker, ...
Disney's The parent trap (Book, 1998) [WorldCat.org]
The Parent Trap. Hallie Parker, a hip Californian, and Annie James, a proper London miss are identical twins
who don't even know each other exists -- until they accidentally meet at summer camp. Now they're up to
their freckles in schemes and dreams to switch places, get their parents back together, and have the family
they've always wished for!
The Parent Trap (1998) | Disney Movies
Disney's The Parent Trap by Hallie Marshall, 1998, Disney Press edition, in English - Special ed.
Disney's The Parent Trap (1998 edition) | Open Library
BV-3309 Camarata Conducts The Music From Walt Disney's The Parent Trap! C803 | 1961 | 7" Standard
Single | Buena Vista Records (Black) | United States | 33 1/3 RPM Mono C-803 The Parent Trap View More
Info Revison Number: 2.240 DisneylandRecords.com Page 1 of 3. The Parent Trap
The Parent Trap - disneylps.com
The Parent Trap 1998 Press Book.pdf (PDFy mirror) Item Preview
The Parent Trap 1998 Press Book.pdf - Internet Archive
The Parent Trap (1998 film) Dennis Quaid and Natasha Richardson star as a divorced couple who separated
shortly after their identical twin daughters' birth; Lindsay Lohan stars (in her film debut) as both twins, Hallie
Parker and Annie James, who are fortuitously reunited at summer camp after being separated at birth.
The Parent Trap (1998 film) - Wikipedia
Get this from a library! Disney's The parent trap : a novel. [Hallie Marshall] -- An updated version of the 1961
Disney classic about separated identical twins. Hallie and Annie meet accidentally at camp and decide to
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reunite their divorced parents.
Disney's The parent trap : a novel (Book, 1998) [WorldCat.org]
The Parent Trap is a 1998 family film remake of the 1961 Disney film of the same name. It was directed by
Nancy Meyers and stars Dennis Quaid, Natasha Richardson, and Lindsay Lohan (in her feature film debut). It
is based on Erich KÃ¤stner's novel Lottie and Lisa (Das Doppelte Lottchen ). The...
The Parent Trap (1998 film) | Disney Wiki | FANDOM powered
Directed by Nancy Meyers. With Lindsay Lohan, Dennis Quaid, Natasha Richardson, Elaine Hendrix.
Identical twins Annie and Hallie, separated at birth and each raised by one of their biological parents, later
discover each other for the first time at summer camp and make a plan to bring their wayward parents back
together.
The Parent Trap (1998) - IMDb
My childhood revisited This album is exactly how I remember it, playing on my mom's record player 20 years
ago. It brings back fond memories. I especially love Maureen O'Hara's 'For Now For Always'.
Walt Disney's The Parent Trap! (Soundtrack from - iTunes
Take the Quiz: Disneys 1961 Original: The Parent Trap. All of these questions pertain to Disneys 1961
version of The Parent Trap starring Hayley Mills. I have seen this movie countless times since I was a child.
How well do YOU know this classic Disney film?
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